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LENGTH OF OLD HOME INTERSTEM MAKES LITTLE GROWTH DIFFERENCE 
 
For many years the only dwarfing rootstock available for pears has been the quince, Cydonia 
oblonga. One of the problems in propagation of these trees is the need of some varieties for an 
interstem or compatibility bridge between the root and the cultivar. 
 
Previous work has shown that such varieties as Bartlett, Bosc, Seckel, Forelle, and Winter Nelis 
are incompatible and that Old Home is generally a better interstem than is Hardy, formerly used 
in California and Europe. One question asked by both nurserymen and growers is, "How long 
must the interstem be to give maximum compatibility?” 
 
If a very short interstem will suffice then "double budding" can be done, in which a thin plate of 
Old Home stem is inserted as a sandwich between the scion shieldbud and the quince stem. This 
has the advantage of being done in a single operation and thus saves the nurseryman both time 
and money. Double budding is done as a simple modification of "T" budding. First a plate the 
size of a shield bud is cut from an Old Home stem and the plate discarded. Then at the place 
where the plate was removed, a thin plate of about -inch thickness is cut off. Finally a shield bud 
of Bartlett is cut the same size as the Old Home plate. The two are put together and inserted into 
the "T" cut in the same way as single budding is done. 
 
In 1965 a plot was established at Corvallis to learn the importance of interstem length. Old Home 
interstem length varied from 0 to 12 inches. Also included by direct grafting was a special 
mutant (Swiss Bartlett) reported to be compatible directly on quince. All scions were grafted to 
the clonal stock East Malling Quince A, and the trees planted in a trellised hedgerow with a 
spacing of 10 x 4 feet. 
 
Growth during the six years is shown in Fig. 1. There were no consistent differences related to 
length of Old Home interstem. Where no interstem was used, however, Swiss Bartlett grew as 
well as did OP-9 Bartlett with an Old Home interstem. Direct grafting of OP-9 Bartlett to quince 
resulted in much smaller trees than other combinations and should be considered unsatisfactory. 
  
 
Fruit quality and yield have been satisfactory for trees of this age, both of Swiss Bartlett and of 
OP-9 Bartlett with an Old Home interstem. 
 
One of the principal concerns of the orchardist in establishing dwarf pear orchards is that of 
keeping the pear; quince graft union above ground. When unions are below ground level, the 



Figure 1. Tree growth during six 
years of OP-9 Bartlett/OH/ 
Quince A, Swiss Bartlett/Quince 
A, and OP-9 Bartlett/Quince A. 

pear will scion-root and the trees no longer remain dwarfs. For this reason dwarf pears should be 
budded at least 10 inches above ground in the nursery. 
This permits some settling at planting  
time without danger of getting the unions too low. 
Trees with an Old Home interstem will scion-root 
much faster than will direct-worked Swiss Bartlett. 
 

Results of this study indicate that, from the standpoint 
of performance as well as convenience in propagation, 
direct-worked Swiss Bartlett or double-budded Bartlett 
with a thin plate of Old Home are satisfactory. Either 
East Mailing Quince A or clonal Provence Quince 
may be used as rootstocks. 
 
The OP-9 Bartlett used in the test came from virus-
tested trees at OSU, and grafts of Swiss Bartlett were 
from Lyle A. Brooks of Daybreak Nursery, Old Home 
scions were from our OSU Talent source. 
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